Abstract: Yielding foundation conditions have been shown to adversely affect the stability and behaviour of overlying geosynthetic reinforced soil walls. To avoid serious problems and maintain a cost-effective design, careful consideration must be given to short-term stability. Previous research has shown that lengthening and stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer of the wall can increase the external stability, but the magnitude of this increase is not well understood. To provide insight regarding the potential benefit of lengthening and stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer, a numerical investigation is made of the plastic collapse mechanism due to bearing capacity failure of the foundation deposit for the case of a 6 m high geosynthetic reinforced retaining wall on a 10 m thick soft to firm viscoplastic clay stratum. The calculated behaviour of the wall is compared with that from typical and novel design considerations for both a conventional reinforced wall and a wall where the bottom reinforcement layer has been extended and stiffened. A parametric study of the extended bottom reinforcement layer stiffness and interaction is reported, and the influence on the external stability is discussed.
Introduction
Two of the major design considerations for a geosynthetic reinforced wall are stability (including an assessment of the potential internal and external failure modes of the wall) and deformation. Previous work (Rowe and Skinner 2001; Skinner 2002; Skinner and Rowe 2003) examined the effect of constructing a reinforced soil wall on a yielding foundation and design considerations for the internal stability and settlement. The external stability and, specifically, the short-term bearing capacity of the wall has received limited attention to date.
When site and project conditions are such that the external factors of safety are less than the minimum desirable design values, methods of increasing the external stability are required. Various methods of increasing the external stability of a reinforced retaining wall include, but are not limited to: avoidance, removal, treatment, preloading, and surcharging of the clay deposit (with and without the use of vertical drains); staged construction of the wall; and increased length and stiffness of the reinforcement layer at the bottom of the wall. Of specific interest to this paper is the case of a longer layer of high-strength reinforcement at the base of the wall, which has been shown to increase the external stability and reduce the differential settlements of the wall in a number of cases (Curtis et al. 1988; Bloomfield et al. 2001; Troung et al. 2001) . However, the expected increase in stability and the methods of predicting the associated external factors of safety are not well understood, especially in terms of the potential plastic collapse mechanism and the base reinforcement stiffness interaction.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the plastic collapse mechanism of a yielding foundation and the influence of extending and stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer. A numerical analysis of a typical geosynthetic reinforced soil wall, constructed on a viscoplastic clay foundation, was conducted to investigate the wall and foundation behaviour (Fig. 1) . The behaviour of the wall calculated from the finiteelement (FE) analysis will be compared with that expected for the current and proposed techniques for estimating external stability for both a conventional reinforced wall and walls where the bottom reinforcement layer has been extended. The effect of increasing the tensile strength and stiffness of the bottom reinforcement layer will be examined, and the resulting increase in external stability, effect on wall behaviour, and implications for design will be discussed.
Bearing capacity design methods and considerations

Review of current bearing capacity design methods
Typical design practice for calculating the external stability of a reinforced soil wall assumes that the reinforced section of the wall acts as a rigid block (CGS 1992; FHWA 1996; NCMA 1996) . The rigid soil block is assumed to act as a shallow rigid strip footing, and the potential plastic collapse of the foundation deposit is analyzed using common plasticity solutions assuming a semi-infinite soil deposit of uniform strength (Terzaghi 1943; Hansen 1968) . Rowe and Soderman (1987) synthesized the work of Davis and Booker (1973) and Matar and Salencon (1977) to account for both a linear increase in the undrained shear strength with depth and a limited foundation deposit depth for estimating the ultimate undrained bearing capacity and depth of the failure zone below a rigid footing (Figs. 2 and 3) . For all cases presented in this study, the eccentricity was close to or less than zero, and the inclination of the resulting load on the assumed rigid footing was accounted for in the bearing capacity calculation (along with the effects of an increasing undrained shear strength with depth and the finite depth of the layer; Fig. 2 ).
Design considerations for a reinforced soil wall
The stability methods discussed above assume the base of the rigid footing (B) to be equal to the width of the reinforced soil block. From plasticity considerations, a rigid footing on top of a fine-grained foundation layer has a maximum undrained resistance at the edges of the footing equal to (2 + π)s uo , and the resistance increases toward the centreline of the footing. However, a reinforced soil wall does not have a symmetrical geometry, and if one were to treat the reinforced block as a rigid footing (with an inclined load), one edge of this assumed rigid footing would be within the backfill and hence have a significant surcharge, whereas the outer edge (at the toe of the wall) would have little or no surcharge. Therefore, the pressure distribution along the base of the rigid footing would not be symmetrical as assumed in current design methods. Because of the non-symmetrical pressure distribution, it may be argued that the width of the equivalent rigid footing needs to be greater than the width of the reinforced soil block (Fig. 4a) if one is to obtain a good estimate of the bearing capacity. Thus, there would be an associated equivalent rigid footing of the width (b eq ) at which plastic collapse of the foundation deposit occurred under the applied (inclined) wall loading, and the size of the equivalent rigid footing would depend on the geometry and characteristics of the wall and foundation.
The potential increase in bearing capacity of a reinforced soil wall due to extending and stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer and the effective increase in the width of the equivalent rigid footing have not been investigated to date or accounted for in the current design manuals. For these cases, the width of the equivalent rigid footing may be expected to be a function of the extended length and, more significantly, the tensile stiffness of the layer (Fig. 4b) .
Numerical model
A version of the FE program, AFENA (A Finite Element Numerical Algorithm), originally developed by Carter and Balaam (1990) and modified (as noted below) to account for the modelling of geosynthetic reinforced soil walls and the viscoplastic clay behaviour, was used to conduct the numerical analyses reported herein. The soil retaining wall was examined under two-dimensional (plane strain) conditions, consistent with normal design assumptions (CGS 1992; FHWA 1996; NCMA 1996) . The FE mesh (Fig. 5 ) used 4335 eight-noded isoparametric elements to model the soil, masonry, and concrete; 352 linear bar elements (with no significant compressive or bending strength) to model the reinforcement; and 1434 interface elements between the various materials. The initial geostatic stress conditions in the foundation were based on the unit weight and effective coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest (K o ) of the soil. Bearing capacity factor for nonhomogeneous soil, synthesized from results by Davis and Booker (1973) and Matar and Salencon (1977) (modified from Rowe and Soderman 1987) . Fig. 3 . Effect of nonhomogeneity on depth of the failure zone beneath a rough rigid footing, based on the results obtained by Matar and Salencon (1977) (modified from Rowe and Soderman 1987 ).
The viscoplastic model adopted for the continuum elements used for the clay foundation combined an elliptical cap yield surface (Chen and Mizuno 1990 ) and a DruckerPrager failure criterion with Perzyna's (1963) overstress model and fully coupled Biot (1941) type consolidation (Rowe and Hinchberger 1998 ).
An elastoplastic stress-strain model with a MohrCoulomb failure criterion was adopted for the continuum elements used for the coarse-grained soils, masonry facing, and concrete key. The Young's modulus, E, of the granular soils was assumed to be nonlinear and to be given by Janbu's (1963) equation, expressed in the form
where σ 3 is the minor principal stress; P a is the atmospheric pressure (e.g., 101.3 kPa); and the values of K and n were selected on the basis of correlations (Duncan et al. 1980) with the assumed soil properties. To deal with the case of low σ 3 (i.e., σ 3 = 1 kPa), a minimum stiffness was assumed equal to E = K(P a ) n (with units of kPa for this case). The masonry and concrete materials were assumed to be purely elastic.
Rigid-plastic interface elements, as described by Rowe and Soderman (1987) , were used to model the behaviour between the various materials. A Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used to model failure at interfaces.
The model adopted had been previously used to successfully describe the behaviour of a full-scale reinforced soil wall (Rowe and Skinner 2001) , the geosynthetic reinforced Sackville test embankment (Rowe and Hinchberger 1998) , and in the numerical analysis of reinforced embankments constructed on viscoplastic foundation soils (Li and Rowe 1999; Li 2000) .
The wall construction was simulated layer by layer, following the typical sequence used to build reinforced retaining walls (FHWA 1996) and using a numerical scheme selected to ensure the numerical stability of the solution and to minimize numerical errors, as described in detail by Skinner (2002) . The wall was constructed over an assumed 24 day period, and in this paper attention is focused on the short-term stability and behaviour of the wall.
A limit equilibrium analysis was conducted to ensure adequate distance between the bottom rough rigid and right lateral smooth rigid boundaries and the primary zone of influence of the wall, and they were modelled at distances of 10 and 24 m, respectively. The distance to the left lateral smooth rigid boundary was taken to be 10 times the initial length of the reinforcement to minimize boundary effects, as discussed by Rowe and Skinner (2001) . Finally, the top and bottom of the clay layer were assumed to be boundaries of zero excess pore pressure seepage.
Model parameters and design considerations
The wall was designed on the basis of the current National Concrete Masonry Association (NCMA) working stress design code (NCMA 1996) for segmental walls. This approach specifically considers a segmental wall facing and is based on Coulomb's active earth pressure theory. Although this investigation focuses on the external bearing capacity stability of a geosynthetic reinforced soil wall and the effects of varying the properties of the bottom reinforcement layer, a check was made to ensure that the internal stability of the wall satisfied current design methods.
Design and description of "typical" wall
The wall was designed to a height of 6 m, with 10 layers of 3.6 m long knitted polyester (PET) geogrid. The facing was assumed to be constructed from 40 masonry facing blocks (e.g., Pisa II blocks from Unilock® (Unilock Ltd., Georgetown, Ont.)), each having an infilled unit weight of 21.8 kN/m 3 and a natural setback of 20 mm due to interlocking shear keys. The wall was embedded 0.3 m (see Fig. 1 ). A prefabricated concrete key and a gravel layer were used at the toe and base of the wall, respectively. The concrete key acted only as a levelling surface for face alignment and served no structural purpose. The thin (0.15 m) layer of gravel at the base of the reinforced wall and around the key acted as a level surface for construction of the wall and as the top drainage boundary for the clay foundation below the wall. The water table was assumed to be located at the top of the clay foundation.
The allowable reinforcement tensile strength was assumed to be 20.4 kN/m (Stratagrid 200; see IFAI 1999) and accounted for the ultimate and creep-limited tensile strength of the geogrid and for additional strength reductions due to installation damage and durability, as indicated in Table 1 . The geogrid secant tensile stiffness, J, was taken to be Janbu K and n 460 and 0.5 900 and 0.7 Table 2 . Sand and drainage gravel material parameters.
400 kN/m, on the basis of ASTM standard D 4595 (ASTM 1998a) and Bathurst (2000, unpublished) 2 . The polyester geogrid was assumed to have limited susceptibility to creep deformation (Koerner 1990; Rowe 2000) .
The reinforced and retained backfill were assumed to be the same cohesionless sand, and the drainage layer at the base of the wall was assumed to be cohesionless gravel. The unit weight, friction and dilation angles, and other assumed parameters for the sand and gravel are given in Table 2 . All parameters were taken from the range of typical values for these materials (Craig 1992; Holtz and Kovacs 1981) , with the following exceptions. The dilation angle of each material was assumed to be given by Bolton's (1986) 
, where the value of the constant volume friction angle (φ cv ′ ) was assumed to be 30°and 35°for the sand and gravel, respectively (Craig 1992) . It should be noted that these dilation angles were assumed to be constant at all times in the analysis, and it has been shown (Skinner 2002 ) that this assumption would not affect the results presented in this study. The Janbu (1963) nonlinear stiffness parameters, K and n, were selected for the assumed soil properties (see Duncan et al. 1980) .
The block-block and block-reinforcement interface parameters were estimated from test protocol SRWU-1 (NCMA 1996) for both the ultimate criterion and the serviceability criterion, as reported by Associates Inc. (1996a, 1996b) , and are given in Table 3 . The friction angle for the interface between the facing blocks and the backfill soil was taken as two-thirds the sand friction angle. The same assumption was made for the interface between the gravel and both the facing blocks and the concrete key, based on the gravel material. The friction angle for the interface between the backfill and the foundation was assumed to be equal to the normally consolidated (NC) friction angle of the foundation, as it was the lesser value for the two soils. The angle of friction for the interface between the backfill soil and reinforcement was taken as 90% of the backfill friction angle on the basis of similar material parameters (Krieger et al. 1994) , rather than the conservative assumption of 70% indicated by NCMA (1996) for the case where no other data are available. The interface friction angles for various combinations of materials are summarized in Table 3 .
The minimum reinforcement length and wall embedment depth were taken as 0.6 times the height of the wall and the exposed height of the wall divided by 20, respectively, as specified by the NCMA (1996) manual. Further, the maximum reinforcement spacing was limited to two times the facing block width, as recommended by the American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials (AASHTO 1996) . The design coefficient for sliding for the geogrid reinforcement was taken as 0.95 (NCMA 1996 The NCMA (1996) manual covers a wide range of potential internal and facing failure modes and considers the characteristics of the interface between the various materials. The internal and facing stability of the wall were governed by the required minimum reinforcement length (3.6 m), the connection strength between the reinforcement and the facing blocks for the second reinforcement layer from the base of the wall, and the maximum reinforcement spacing (0.6 m) for the remaining layers. In this respect, a layer of reinforcement was added at a height of 0.3 m to prevent reinforcement-facing connection rupture from occurring in the layer above it (see Fig. 1 ).
Foundation description
The 10 m thick foundation deposit was taken to be a viscoplastic yielding clay, similar to that described by Li and Rowe (1999) , with properties as given in Table 4 . The initial void ratios were taken to be 2.2-1.9 (from top to bottom of the deposit), and the average unit weight was 15.4 kN/m 3 . The vertical hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be a function of the void ratio, given by the equation
where the initial vertical hydraulic conductivity (k vo ) and void ratio (e o ) are given in Table 4 ; and the hydraulic conductivity change index (C k ) was taken to be 0.5 for both cases (based on Mesri et al. 1994) . Given that typically the hydraulic conductivity of clay is anisotropic (Tavenas et al. 1983; Terzaghi et al. 1996) , the ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be k h /k v = 3. The viscoplastic characteristics of the clay were based on the rate-dependent relationship between undrained shear strength and strain rate, as presented by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) and estimated by Li (2000) . All other relevant soil properties are summarized in Table 4 . The initial vertical effective stress and vertical preconsolidation pressure profiles are shown in Fig. 6 . Given the assumed parameters and accounting for the relationship between plane strain and corrected (Bjerrum 1973 ) field vane strengths (Skinner 2002) , the corrected undrained shear vane strength at the top of the foundation stratum, s uo , was calculated from the viscoplastic cap model (Rowe and Hinchberger 1998) to be 18 kPa and to increase with depth at a rate of 1.2 kPa/m, as shown in Fig. 6 . It should be noted that the higher than expected ratio of s u /σ p ′ was due to the viscoplastic nature of the soil and the applied strain rate (Rowe and Hinchberger 1998; Skinner and Rowe 2003) and is not beyond a reasonable value for a soft viscoplastic clay.
Examination of conventional reinforced soil wall
The initial wall considered in the investigation had a uniform reinforcement layer length of 3.6 m (including the base layer). The external stability was governed by the short-term bearing capacity and plastic collapse of the soft to firm foundation deposit. The ultimate bearing capacity was estimated by the method presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) , with an assumed rigid footing width equal to the width of the reinforced block (3.6 m). The factor of safety for the ultimate bearing capacity was calculated as 0.66 and was therefore below unity.
The initial FE analysis of the geosynthetic reinforced soil wall, with a uniform reinforcement length of 3.6 m, was conducted to provide a reference point for the wall height at which collapse occurred and an initial comparison and validation with respect to conventional stability methods. The FE analysis predicted failure at a wall height of 4.8 m, corresponding to 80% of the target wall height of 6.0 m and an external bearing capacity factor of safety of 0.8, which did not agree with the initial factor of safety prediction (0.66).
The deformations at the face and the base of the wall corresponded to the general rotational movement around the top of the wall and tilting of the wall base associated with bearing capacity failure. The strains in all reinforcement layers were below the allowable 5% limit (NCMA 1996) and were not significantly affected by the external bearing capacity failure of the foundation. It should be noted that all results presented in this study were taken for the specified heights just prior to failure of the foundation deposit and the onset of indeterminate deformations.
Overconsolidated (OC) yielding and NC failure zones developed beneath the wall as the wall height increased, and just prior to failure the NC failure zone extended around the base of the reinforced wall (Fig. 7) . The FE model used in this study is capable of accounting for both NC and OC yielding of a soil beyond the elastic range and before ultimate failure occurs (Atkinson and Bransby 1978) . It should be noted that there was a small amount of NC yielding and plastic failure (and an associated increase in the strain rate contours) along the bottom clay boundary below the wall. This was a consequence of the initial soil parameters and the fact that the stress state was initially close to the yield surface and consolidation of the soil close to the seepage boundary occurred during construction. It was found that this behaviour was sufficiently deep that the base boundary did not influence the general external stability of the wall or the results of any part of this study (Skinner 2002) . The velocity vectors and strain rate contours (major principal strain rate) below the wall just prior to failure of the foundation at a height of 4.8 m are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. The velocity vectors agreed with the general bearing failure movement of the foundation soil, and the strain rate contours emphasize the general shape of the plastic failure zone. However, both showed soil movement and a plastic failure zone extending past the end of the reinforced soil block, thus signifying a larger equivalent rigid footing width than initially assumed. The equivalent rigid footing width and the depth of the plastic deformations were estimated from the combined plasticity zones, velocity vectors, and strain rate contour plots to be 5.5 and 3.3 m, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . It should be noted that all equivalent rigid footing widths and depths of the plastic failure zone were estimated from the combined plasticity zones, velocity vectors, and strain rate contour plots for each case presented in this study. The FE results showed that the equivalent rigid footing width was larger than the typical design assumption, and this difference moderately increased the bearing capacity of the wall in this case. Back analysis of the bearing capacity factor of safety for the collapse wall height of 4.8 m for the initially assumed width of the rigid footing (3.6 m) and the estimated equivalent rigid footing width (5.5 m) gave estimates of 0.87 and 0.98, respectively. Thus, the factor of safety (0.87) for the initial width of 3.6 m did not agree with the FE results, whereas the factor of safety (0.98) for an equivalent rigid footing width of 5.5 m agreed well with the FE results and showed the increase in bearing capacity associated with the increase in bearing width. The depth of the plastic failure zone was estimated from Fig. 3 to be 3.5 m for the equivalent rigid footing width, which agreed well with the estimated depth of 3.3 m obtained from the FE analysis, in contrast to the estimated depth for the plastic failure zone for the initial footing width (2.2 m, from Fig. 3) . Therefore, the initial width of the rigid footing (3.6 m) assumed in current design methods appears to be gaining additional resistance from the foundation deposit, as a result of a larger rigid footing width, increased by a factor of 1.5, for an equivalent rigid footing width of 5.5 m in this case. Thus, current design methods that assume a bearing width equal to the width of the reinforced soil section of the wall may be moderately conservative.
Effect of extended and stiffened bottom reinforcement layer
Design considerations and description of analyses
In normal design, increasing the size of the reinforced soil block can increase the bearing capacity of a wall. Additionally, it has been shown above that for a reinforced soil wall with uniform reinforcement length, the width of the equivalent rigid footing is larger than the width of the reinforced soil block. Therefore, increasing the size of the reinforced soil block for the initial case may be expected to further increase the width of the equivalent rigid footing, depending on the relative stiffness of the reinforced soil block. As an alternative to increasing the length of all the reinforcement layers to increase the size of the reinforced soil block, it is proposed that the bottom reinforcement layer alone be lengthened and stiffened to increase the overall rigid footing width.
To evaluate the effectiveness of increasing the length and stiffness of only the bottom reinforcement layer, a comparison was made of the results for two walls. Both walls had the same properties as the initial wall described above, with the following exceptions. In the first case (Wall-U7), the length of all the reinforcement layers was increased to 7 m, but the tensile properties (ultimate strength, 39.7 kN/m; secant tensile stiffness, 400 kN/m) were the same as previously described. In the second case (L7-J120), only the bottom layer was increased to 7 m, and the strength and tensile stiffness of this layer were increased to 1340 and 12 000 kN/m, respectively (Paralink 1250S; see IFAI 1999). For this second case, the remaining reinforcement layers above the bottom layer had the same properties as previously described (length, 3.6 m; ultimate strength, 39.7 kN/m; secant tensile stiffness, 400 kN/m).
The bearing capacity of both walls was estimated from the method presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) and using Figs. 2 and 3. The bearing capacity of Wall-U7 was initially estimated assuming the reinforced section of the wall acted as a rigid block, as specified in the design manual (NCMA 1996) . For case L7-J120, it was initially assumed that the base of the wall was sufficiently stiffened and that the equivalent rigid footing width was at least equal to the length of the bottom reinforced layer (7.0 m) and it supported the en- tire soil mass above the equivalent rigid footing width. Therefore, the walls had the same assumed footing width, applied loads, and bearing capacity factor of safety (0.82).
Results of analyses
The results of the FE analyses for Wall-U7 and L7-J120 indicated failure at wall heights of 5.25 and 5.4 m, respectively. This corresponds to 87.5% and 90% of the target wall height (6.0 m), and again they did not agree with the initially estimated factors of safety. The walls showed the same general deformations associated with a bearing capacity failure at the face and base of the walls, and all reinforcement strains were below the allowable 5% limit (NCMA 1996) .
The OC yielding and NC failure zones in the foundation were approximately the same for both walls, and again the NC failure zone extended around the base of the wall just prior to failure (Fig. 10) . The associated velocity vectors and strain rate contours were also similar for both cases and show the extent of the foundation soil movement and collapse zones (Figs. 11 and 12, respectively) . Although the FE results did not show a significant increase in the size of the equivalent rigid footing, it can be seen from Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, that the soil movement and plastic failure zones extend slightly past the end of the reinforcement layers, signifying a larger rigid footing width than initially assumed. The equivalent rigid footing widths and depth of the plastic deformations were estimated to be 7.7 and 4.3 m for Wall-U7 and 8.0 and 4.6 m for case L7-J120, as illustrated in Fig. 12. It was found that L7-J120 had a slightly larger equivalent rigid footing width, likely because of its greater overall stiffness, compared with Wall-U7. Back analysis of the bearing capacity factors of safety at the failure heights of 5.25 and 5.40 m for each wall for the initial rigid footing width (7 m in both cases) gave estimates of 0.96 and 0.93, respectively, and for equivalent rigid footing widths (7.7 m for Wall-U7 and 8.0 m for L7-J120) gave estimates of 0.98 and 0.96, respectively. For three of the four cases there was good agreement between the calculated values from the plasticity methods and the FE results.
The back-calculated bearing capacity factors of safety were all within 5% of the estimated FE wall behaviour for both cases and are closer to the FE behaviour for the equivalent rigid footing widths, which shows excellent agreement between the two cases. This is with the exception of the factor of safety (0.93) for case L7-J120 with the initial width of 7.0 m where the factor of safety (0.96) for the equivalent rigid footing width of 8.0 m showed slightly better agreement with the plasticity solutions with the increased bearing width. It should be noted that although for these two cases (Wall-U7 and L7-J120) the back-calculated factors of safety for the larger equivalent rigid footing widths (7.7 and 8.0 m, respectively) were closer to the estimated FE results than the results for the initial width (7.0 m) were, there was only a marginal difference between them. This smaller difference was due to the fact that the soft to firm undrained shear strength profile had a low increase in undrained shear strength with depth (ρ c ) relative to the undrained shear strength at the surface (s uo ). This translated into a low ρ c /s uo ratio and low to moderate increases in the ultimate bearing capacity with increased footing width, as shown in Fig. 2 . This effect of a low ρ c value is further reflected by the relatively small difference between the back-calculated factors of safety discussed below.
The estimated depths of the plastic failure zones (from Fig. 3 ) based on the equivalent rigid footing widths were 4.2 and 4.3 m for Wall-U7 and L7-J120, respectively, and these estimates agreed well with the depths deduced from the FE analyses (4.3 and 4.6 m for Wall-U7 and L7-J120, respectively). Further, the estimated depth of the plasticity zone (3.7 m, from Fig. 3) for the initial rigid footing width (7.0 m) was significantly less than the predicted FE depths as given above. Therefore, the proposed construction method, which increases the external stability of a reinforced soil wall built on a soft to firm foundation by increasing the length and stiffness of the bottom reinforcement layer alone, appears valid for a sufficiently reinforced wall base.
Parametric study of length and secant tensile stiffness of bottom reinforcement layer
Design considerations and description of analyses
It has been shown above that (i) the proposed method of increasing the bearing capacity of a geosynthetic reinforced soil wall by extending and sufficiently stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer to increase the bearing width is supported by the FE analysis; and (ii) the equivalent rigid footing width considered for design may be greater than the length of the bottom reinforcement layer.
To evaluate the effect of the tensile stiffness and length of the bottom reinforcement layer on the external bearing capacity stability and behaviour of the wall, a parametric study varying these two parameters was conducted. All of the walls investigated had the same properties as the initial wall described above, with the exception of the bottom reinforcement layer. For the parametric study, bottom layer lengths of 3.6, 7.0, 11.0, and 14.0 m were considered. Reinforcement strengths of 39.7-800.0 kN/m and tensile stiffnesses of 400-20 000 kN/m were examined (Tables 5 and 6 ). The remaining reinforcement layers above the bottom layer were 3.6 m in length, with an ultimate strength of 39.7 kN/m and a secant tensile stiffness of 400 kN/m (as before). Unless otherwise stated, all reinforcement materials were assumed to be polyester geogrids, with properties based on the assumed tensile stiffness, and the associated ultimate and allowable strengths were based on a strain of 10% and a factor of safety of 2, respectively. It should be noted that case L7-J120 was the same as discussed in the previous section and has been included here for comparison. The initial bearing capacity for each case was estimated with the method presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) ; it was assumed that the base of each wall was sufficiently stiffened to have a rigid footing width at least equal to the length of the bottom layer (Table 5) .
Results of analyses
The collapse heights and percentages of the 6 m target height obtained from the FE analyses are summarized in Table 6. Only the cases in which the tensile stiffness of the bottom reinforcement layer was >2000 kN/m (see Tables 5  and 6 ) resulted in good agreement between the collapse heights estimated from the plasticity solution and the FE analyses. In the cases with lower tensile stiffness of the bottom layer (cases L7-J8, L11-J8, and L14-J8, with J = 800 kN/m; and cases L7-J20, L11-J20, and L14-J20, with J = 2000 kN/m), the general behaviour of the wall and foundation deposit and the collapse height of the wall were not significantly affected by the increased stiffness and length of the bottom layer. The plasticity zones, velocity vectors, and strain rate contours just prior to failure for these six cases were approximately the same as for the initial case examined above, where all reinforcement layers had a uniform length of 3.6 m (see Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively) . The equivalent rigid footing widths and depths of the plastic failure zones for these six cases were estimated from the FE results and are summarized in Table 6 . It can be seen that the equivalent rigid footing width was 5.5 m for each case (but see comment about L11-J20 below) and equal to the minimum width estimated from the initial case examined above with a uni- form reinforcement length of 3.6 m, and the predicted depths of the plastic failure zone agreed with the estimated depth obtained from the plastic solution presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) . It should be noted that case L14-J20 did have a slightly higher collapse height and equivalent rigid footing width, but the general behaviour of the case was approximately the same as that of cases L7-J20 and L11-J20. Therefore, there was no significant or notable increase in the external stability for any increase in the investigated bottom reinforcement layer length when the tensile stiffness of the layer was increased to 2000 kN/m or less. The plasticity zones and velocity vectors for the remaining investigated cases, where there was an increase in external stability, generally showed the same plastic yield and failure zones and soil movement trends as expected for a bearing capacity failure and as observed for case L7-J120 (see Figs. 10 and 11) . It was found from the design calculations and FE results that the load inclination tended to decrease slightly as the width of the footing increased, as expected. The equivalent rigid footing widths and depths of the plastic failure zone were estimated for each case from the plasticity zones, velocity vectors, and strain rate contour FE results just prior to failure and are summarized in Table 6. The bearing capacity factors of safety for each case were back calculated for the wall failure heights deduced from the FE analyses on the basis of the estimated equivalent footing widths and were found to agree well with each other. Additionally, in most cases, the depths of the plastic failure zones predicted from the FE analyses agreed well with the estimated depths obtained with the method presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) . It should be noted that for cases L14-J120 and L14-J200 the initial target height of 6 m was exceeded, so for estimating the collapse height, loading beyond 6 m was achieved by adding a uniformly distributed load to the top of the wall.
The results summarized in Table 6 indicate that when the bottom reinforcement layer was sufficiently stiffened (with a threshold of approximately J = 2000 kN/m for the cases investigated), there was an increase in the external stability, and more specifically, an increase in the equivalent rigid footing width corresponding to bearing capacity failure. The size of the equivalent rigid footing width was greatly affected by the length and tensile stiffness of the bottom reinforcement layer. It was generally observed that increasing either the tensile stiffness or the length of the bottom reinforcement layer, or both, increased the equivalent rigid footing width (provided the threshold stiffness was reached), as indicated in Fig. 13 Rowe and Soderman (1987) , a target wall height of 6 m, and a footing width equal to L from Table 5. † Deduced from FE strain rate contours results just prior to failure. ‡ Estimated from Rowe and Soderman (1987) , as shown in Fig. 3 . § Calculated from bearing capacity plasticity solution presented by Rowe and Soderman (1987) for the collapse height of the wall and equivalent rigid footing width, b eq (m), deduced from FE results. wall, 3.6 m in this case) due to increases in the bottom reinforcement layer tensile stiffness for the three bottom reinforcement lengths investigated (normalized with respect to the target wall height of 6 m). Figure 13 can be used in a number of ways: either to estimate the tensile stiffness required to achieve a specified equivalent rigid footing width or conversely to estimate the equivalent rigid footing width that can be achieved for a specified reinforcement tensile stiffness. For example, according to the method of Rowe and Soderman (1987) (see Figs. 2 and 3 ), a 2 m high reinforced retaining wall constructed on a soft fine-grained soil with an undrained shear strength at the surface of 14 kPa (s uo ) that is increasing at a rate (ρ c ) of 1.5 kPa/m with depth would require a minimum equivalent rigid footing width of 3.6 m to achieve a bearing capacity stability with a minimum factor of safety of 2. If it is assumed that the internal stability of the wall is satisfied with the minimum reinforcement length of 1.2 m, the ratio of the equivalent rigid footing width to the length of the reinforcement layer above the bottom layer is calculated as 3, and this is the starting value along the vertical axis of Fig. 13 to estimate the required tensile stiffness (case 1). In this case, there is more than one combination of reinforcement tensile stiffness and base reinforcement length that can be used to achieve the required equivalent rigid footing width, as shown for case 1. For example, the length of the bottom reinforcement layer could be taken as either 4.66 m (L b /H = 2.33) or 3.66 m (L b /H = 1.83), with reinforcement tensile stiffness values of 4750 and 7700 kN/m, respectively, to achieve the equivalent rigid footing width required.
Example
Alternatively, if a reinforcement material with known tensile stiffness of 6000 kN/m is to be used for the bottom reinforcement layer (case 2), one can start on the horizontal axis of Fig. 13 and estimate the equivalent rigid footing width that can be achieved for a given length of the reinforcement layers above the extended bottom layer. In this case, a bottom reinforcement layer length of 4.66 m can be used to obtain an equivalent rigid footing width of 4.1 m, greater than the minimum width of 3.6 m. The other two bottom reinforcement layer lengths of 3.66 and 2.34 m can only achieve equivalent rigid footing widths of 3.1 and 2.6 m, respectively, and are not stiff enough, with a tensile stiffness of 6000 kN/m, to achieve the required minimum footing width.
As previously noted, there is a lower threshold of reinforcement tensile stiffness below which there is little effect on the bearing capacity of the wall. Correspondingly, there is an upper threshold of tensile stiffness for each extended length examined beyond which further increase has very little effect on stability and the equivalent rigid footing width. This upper threshold is likely a function of the reinforcement and backfill soil stiffness and interaction and a function of the foundation soil and the development of the plastic failure mechanism. Additional investigation of the upper threshold is required to fully understand this aspect of the problem. As well, increasing the bottom reinforcement layer length to wall height ratio increases the equivalent rigid footing width. It should be recognized that Fig. 13 is based on results for one wall height and soil profile, and although the results look very promising, further research is required to confirm the normalized behaviour for other geosynthetic reinforced soil wall cases.
Summary and conclusions
The foundation of a geosynthetic reinforced soil wall plays an integral role in the internal and external stability and deformation of a wall, particularly when the wall is constructed on a viscoplastic yielding material. For estimating bearing capacity, typical design methods consider the width of the rigid footing to be equal to the width of the reinforced soil block. It has been shown that because of the nonsymmetric geometry of a reinforced soil wall, the width of the equivalent rigid footing may be larger than the assumed reinforced soil block, and therefore typical design methods are conservative. Further, it has been shown that typical plasticity solutions (Rowe and Soderman 1987) agree with the predicted FE results based on the equivalent rigid footing widths deduced from the FE analyses and that the larger equivalent footing widths yield higher factors of safety.
A technique for increasing the external stability of a reinforced wall by increasing the length and stiffness of the bottom reinforcement layer has been presented and examined. It has been shown that for the foundation soil examined, extending and stiffening the bottom reinforcement layer can increase the external stability, and specifically the bearing capacity, of a reinforced soil wall. Typical plasticity bearing capacity solutions agree with the predicted FE results based on the equivalent rigid footing widths deduced from the FE analyses. However, it was also shown that the equivalent rigid footing width was significantly influenced by the tensile stiffness and length of the extended bottom reinforcement layer. Preliminary design considerations have been presented to account for the tensile stiffness and extended length of the bottom reinforcement layer when estimating the size of the equivalent rigid footing. It is suggested that the approach warrants more study, in particular to investigate wall height and increased undrained shear strength through the entire soil profile and in the plastic failure zone and to provide experimental verification.
